Customized Guidance to Empower Your Business

IBM Sterling B2B Training with CoEnterprise

Your ability to act upon your data is only as strong as your ability to interact with your data environment. Our IBM Sterling B2B training services can help you get the most out of the software so you can keep pace with the ever-changing requirements of your business environment and streamline processes across your operation.

A Personalized Touch
Our thorough training services take place in a classroom setting and cover all levels of knowledge, ensuring you get the most out of the solution no matter your level of proficiency. Regardless of whether you need team training or individualized instruction, our trainers go above and beyond to give you the time and attention you need to ensure long-term success.

Proven Training Methodology
Our unique approach features a combination of group exercises, instructor-led demos, and individual exercises that are specifically designed to help you acquire the skill and know-how needed to master all aspects of the solution and come away with a successful and overall enjoyable training experience. No matter what business goals you’re hoping to achieve with your learning, we’ll give you the techniques required to master them.

Experienced, Knowledgeable Trainers
Our talented trainers have first-hand experience using and supporting IBM Sterling B2B software and can teach you not only the fundamentals, but the nuances of the application. They will work to understand the challenges your business faces so they can show you how to solve them and ensure your business is set up for maximum efficiency. Additionally, as perennial IBM Business Partner of the Year award-winner, our team has a direct path to the development of your environment, providing “front-of-the-line” service and roadmap access built into each knowledge transfer session.

A Cut Above the Rest
As an IBM Platinum Business Partner, we have solidified our reputation in the field and are trusted by some of the world’s top organizations to solve complex business problems.

Whether you’re an expert or a novice, a small business or an enterprise, CoEnterprise has the years of experience and the skills to interpret that knowledge to your teams, setting you up for continued success with IBM Sterling B2B environment. For more information, visit www.coenterprise.com.

Areas of Expertise
- IBM Sterling B2B Integrator Fundamentals
- IBM Sterling B2B Integrator Administration
- IBM Sterling File Gateway Fundamentals
- IBM Control Center Fundamentals
- IBM Secure Proxy Fundamentals
- IBM Sterling B2Bi Integrator Mapping Fundamentals & Advanced